In Person Voting Process

Voter Checks In. Eligibility is Verified.

- **Vote Paper Ballot**
  - Voter Receives Ballot
  - Vote Ballot
  - Insert in Scanner or Ballot Box
- **Vote on DRE**
  - Voter Receives Code or Card for Machine
  - Vote Ballot
  - If Problem (Overvote) Resubmit
  - Submit Ballot

Ballots Counted
Vote by Mail/Absentee Process

LEO Mails Ballot

Voter Completes Ballot

Return by Mail
Return in Person
Return by Dropbox

Ballots in LEO Office

Voter Authenticated

Ballot Opened

Scanned/Counted
Ballots are Counted and Aggregated by Local Election Officials

Local Election Officials Report Results to State

State Election Night Reporting System